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Abstract
Graph traversal algorithms are important since graphs are a common data structure in which
information is distributed. None of the existing algorithmic paradigms focuses on graph traversal.
This article introduces enNCE substitution as an extension to eNCE substitution. The relationship
between enNCE substitution and eNCE substitution is explored. Moreover, an enNCE graph
transformation system is de0ned and then used to generate depth-0rst and breadth-0rst graph
traversal. Thus, enNCE graph transformation shows potential as a fundamental concept for a
traversal-oriented algorithmic paradigm.
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1. Motivation and preliminaries
Graphs are used to represent a collection of related objects such as databases,
networks, biological systems, electronic systems, and parallel computer architectures.
Graph traversal is a common computational task over graphs with the goal of discov-
ering graph structure and distributing information using an e7cient traversal algorithm.
Currently, traversal algorithms are described by the major computational paradigms:
classical graph theory algorithms under the imperative paradigm [2]; iteration over
graph objects under the object-oriented paradigm [9]; functional graph algorithms un-
der the declarative paradigm [5]; and information propagation algorithms under the
parallel paradigm [1]. None of these paradigms are speci0cally designed for the so-
lution of graph traversal problems. They contain no direct language mechanisms for
describing graph manipulation. For example, the distributed algorithm for 0nding a
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minimal spanning tree is quite complex [1, pp. 191–197]. This motivates the study and
development of a new paradigm that more closely focuses on graph traversal.
Graph rewriting systems are a promising direction of study. Graph rewriting is
loosely grouped into graph generation and graph transformation. Graph generation takes
the approach of nondeterministically generating a set of graphs (a graph language) from
a 0xed trivial graph, based on a particular graph substitution mechanism. Graph trans-
formation systems are a set of rules applied to a particular input graph based on a
particular graph substitution mechanism. Thus graph transformation performs a kind of
computation by applying the rules as long as possible as de0ned by the transformation
mechanism. This article takes the novel approach of utilising the substitution mecha-
nism of the set-theoretic vertex replacement graph grammars 0rst introduced by Nagl
[10,11] as the basis for a new graph transformation system. This new transformation
system is then used to generate depth-0rst and breadth-0rst graph traversal.
The substitution mechanism of a vertex replacement graph grammar has rewrite rules
that replace single nodes with new graphs in some host graph H resulting in a yield
graph H ′. More formally, a parent node m and its connecting edges are removed from
H leaving the remainder graph H− and then a child graph D is embedded into H−.
The embedding process establishes edges called bridges between D and H− based on
connection instructions. The bridges are established between the nodes of D and the
neighbouring nodes of m in H . The particular kind of vertex replacement used in this
article is based on the eNCE substitution mechanism [4], which is over undirected
graphs having dynamic edge relabelling and makes use of a neighbourhood controlled
embedding mechanism.
The important elements necessary for eNCE substitution are a set of node labels ,
a set of terminal node labels ⊆, a set of edge labels , and a set of productions
P. Furthermore, − is the set of nonterminal node labels. In a graph transformation
system, productions are applied to a graph at nonterminal nodes (those with nonterminal
node labels) until the graph contains only terminal node labels.
Under eNCE substitution, a production is of the form M→ (D;C) where M is a
nonterminal node label of the parent node m, D is a graph, and C is a connection
relation. The structure (D;C) is known as a graph with embedding. The connection
relation is a 0nite set of connection instructions. A connection instruction is of the form
(; =; x) where  is a node label,  and  are edge labels, and x∈D is a child node.
The embedding process establishes a -labelled bridging edge to node x from every
-labelled, -neighbour of m. To facilitate the generation of depth-0rst and breadth-0rst
graph traversal, this basic mechanism of eNCE substitution is altered to allow node
labels to be rewritten.
From an intuitive point of view, it might appear that graph relabelling systems
would be a better choice of rewriting system for the purpose of generating graph
traversal algorithms [8]. However, each atomic step of a graph traversal algorithm fo-
cuses on a single node and the node labels of its direct neighbourhood. Once this
node has been selected for replacement the eFect on the neighbourhood is uniform and
deterministic, depending only on the labels of nodes and edges. Furthermore, the num-
ber of nodes and edges in the involved neighbourhood is not known in advance;
there may be a potentially unbounded number of adjacent nodes. These conditions are
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satis0ed by the possibilities of vertex replacement, and would be di7cult to embody
in a graph relabelling system.
Section 2 of this paper introduces enNCE substitution as a modi0ed form of eNCE
substitution and outlines some fundamental properties of enNCE substitution. Section
3 de0nes a new graph transformation system based on enNCE substitution. Section 4
provides formal proofs and examples of how depth-0rst and breadth-0rst graph traver-
sals are computed using the graph transformation system. Section 5 summarises this
paper and discusses future work relating to this type of graph transformation.
2. enNCE Substitution
In this section, enNCE substitution is introduced as an extension to the standard
de0nition of eNCE substitution (the undirected form of endNCE substitution as de-
scribed in [4]). This paper oFers some re0nements and conceptual improvements over
the work presented in [6]. As for eNCE graph grammars, the NCE stands for neigh-
bourhood controlled embedding, and the e stands for edge (re)labelling. In addition,
the n stands for node (re)labelling. The enNCE substitution diFers from eNCE substi-
tution because the node labels of nodes in the neighbourhood of the parent node are
rewritten during each derivation step. Like eNCE substitution, enNCE substitution is
associative. Furthermore, analysis shows that eNCE substitution is a special case of
enNCE substitution.
Informally, enNCE substitution consists of the same elements as eNCE substitution,
but with modi0ed node labelling functionality that describes how to rewrite node la-
bels. The enNCE graphs with embedding are (H;C; ) where (H;C) is precisely an
eNCE graph with embedding, and  :→ is a node relabelling function. The node
relabelling function is used to adjust the node labels of the host graph during a rewrite
step.
Formally, let  be an alphabet of node labels and  be an alphabet of edge labels.
A graph over dynamic node and edge labels is H =(V; E; l) where V is a 0nite set
of nodes, E⊆{(u; ; v) | u; v∈V; u = v; ∈} is a set of undirected labelled edges, and
l :V → is the node labelling function. Such graphs are undirected, without loops,
with the possibility of multiple edges (each with a diFerent edge label) between pairs
of nodes. Let GRN; be the set of all graphs over dynamic node and edge labels. For
notational convenience, assume that every node label alphabet  contains the element #
representing an unlabeled node, and every edge label alphabet  contains the element
∗ representing an unlabeled edge.
A graph with node label rewritable, neighbourhood controlled embedding (or simply,
graph with embedding) over ;  is (H;C; ) such that H ∈GRN; is a graph with
dynamic node and edge labels, and C ⊆×××VH is a connection relation. Alterna-
tively, a graph with embedding can be written as A=((VA; EA; lA); CA; A). Each element
(; ; ; x)∈C forms a connection instruction denoted: (; =; x). Let head node label
and rewrite node label refer to node labels  and () respectively. Let GRNE;
be the set of all graphs over  and  with node label rewritable, neighbourhood
controlled embedding. Clearly, GRN;⊂GRNE; where connection relations are
empty and ()=  for all ∈. In addition, assume that (#)= #.
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Informally, a single rewrite step involves an enNCE production of the form X →(D;
C; ) and a host graph H . A node m∈VH with node label l(m)=X and its connecting
edges are removed, leaving the remainder graph H−. Any connection instructions in-
volving m are also removed. Next, the graph D is inserted into H− using connection
instructions from the connection relation C. Edges with a particular edge label that
connected m with its neighbouring nodes w∈VH− guide the creation of new edges
with new edge labels (known as bridges) that connect nodes x∈VD with w∈VH− .
Transitive connection instructions that involved m can also be established. In addition,
the node labels of the neighbourhood nodes w∈VH− are modi0ed. Furthermore, if no
edges are established between neighbours of the parent node and child graph nodes,
then the node labels of the neighbouring nodes are modi0ed.
Next is the formal de0nition of enNCE substitution of a host graph node with a child
graph. The de0nition is based on the formal de0nition of edNCE graph grammars [13,
De0nition 1.3.1]. Speci0cally, the de0nition of enNCE substitution is an augmentation
of eNCE substitution, which is the undirected form of edNCE substitution. In com-
parison to De0nition 1.3.1 of [13], enNCE substitution requires only minor additions
for the node labelling mechanism. Let NH (v)= {w∈VH | ∃(v; ; w)∈EH} be the set of
neighbours of v in the graph with embedding H .
Denition 2.1. Let (H;CH ; H ); (D;CD; D)∈GRNE; be two graphs with node label
rewritable, neighbourhood controlled embedding where VH ∩VD = ∅. The substitution
of m∈VH with (D;CD; D) in (H;CH ; H ), denoted by (H;CH ; H )[m=(D;CD; D)], is
the graph with embedding ((V; E; l); C; )∈GRNE; such that:
V = VD ∪ (VH − {m});
E = ED ∪ {(x; ; y) ∈ EH | x = m; y = m}
∪ {(x; ; w) | ∃ ∈  : (m; ; w) ∈ EH ; (lH (w); =; x) ∈ CD};
() =
{
 if ∃ ∈  | H () = ; D() = ;
H () otherwise;
l(x) =


lD(x) if x ∈ VD;
D(lH (x)) if x ∈ NH (m) and D(lH (x)) is de0ned;
lH (x) otherwise;
C = {(; =; x) ∈ CH | x = m}
∪ {(; =; x) | ∃ ∈  : (; =; m) ∈ CH ; (; =; x) ∈ CD}:
There are four ways a node label can be rewritten. Nodes with terminal node
labels can be reactivated by substitution if they are rewritten with nonterminal node
labels (see Example 2.2). The function D is used to compute the labels for neigh-
bouring nodes possibly without incident bridges. This method oFers a simple way of
augmenting eNCE substitution with node relabelling. However, this de0nition of sub-
stitution is slightly unbalanced in the sense that transitive relationships involving the
connection instructions of C are restricted to the node m, whereas all possible tran-
sitive relationships are established for . Moreover, there are potentially several ways
of incorporating node relabelling into eNCE substitution and all must be investigated
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Fig. 1. Visualisation of Example 2.2.
(see [6] for a way to integrate node relabelling into the connection relation). Further-
more, it is trivial to extend enNCE substitution to become endNCE substitution over
directed graphs.
Example 2.2 details the substitution of a host graph node for a child graph. Fig. 1
is a visualisation of the substitution. The graphical notation used in this visualisation
is derived from Kaul’s graphical notation of graphs with embedding [7]. Note that
because node relabelling is separate from edge relabelling in enNCE substitution, there
is no way to enforce consistency between the rules for relabelling nodes and edges.
However, the examples provided in this paper do in fact maintain consistent node and
edge relabellings.
In the derived graphical notation, a graph with embedding is represented by a box
containing a graph with nodes and edges. The nodes with terminal node labels are
drawn as circles. The nodes with nonterminal node labels are drawn as squares. Node
labels are drawn at the bottom right of the node. Edges are drawn as lines between pairs
of nodes. The edge labels are drawn half-way along a line. Connection instructions are
drawn as a chain of two lines from nodes to the head node labels outside the box.
For convenience, the rewrite node labels are drawn beside the lines inside and near
the perimeter of the box. The components inside the box are embedded during graph
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substitution. The lines outside the box are used to establish the existing links with
the host graph during the embedding process. The bridges established between the
remainder of the host graph and the child graph are drawn thicker than other edges.
Example 2.2. Let = {X; Y; x} and = {a; b; c; d} where x is terminal and X; Y are
nonterminal node labels, and all edge labels are terminal. Consider two graphs with
node label rewritable, neighbourhood controlled embedding A; B∈GRNE;. Let VA=
{m; n}, VB= {p; q}, EA= {(m; a; n)}, EB= {(q; b; p)}, lA(m)= lB(p)=X , and lA(n)
= lB(q)= x. Let A(X )=Y , A(Y )= x. The connection relation is CA= {(X; a=b; m),
(X; b=d; n), (Y; b=a; n)}. Let B(Y )= x, B(x)=Y , B(X )=Y . The connection relation
consists of CB= {(Y; b=c; p), (Y; b=a; q), (x; a=b; p), (x; a=d; q), (X; a=b; p)}.
The graph A[m=B] is ((V; E; l); C; ) where V = {p; q; n}, l(p)=X , l(q)= x, l(n)=Y ,
(X )= x, (Y )=Y , and E= {(p; b; n); (q; d; n); (q; b; p)}. The connection relation C
contains (X; b=d; n), (Y; b=a; n), (X; a=c; p), and (X; a=a; q). Note that node n has been
reactivated.
The substitution of graphs under GRNE; is very similar to the substitution of
graphs under GRE;. The class GRE; is de0ned in [4] and consists of graphs
with embedding without node relabelling capabilities. To highlight this fact, a mor-
phismN :GRE;→GRNE; is de0ned. Lemma 2.4 establishes a general relationship
between eNCE substitution and enNCE substitution by applying the morphism.
Denition 2.3. Given H ∈GRE;, the graph with embedding N(H)∈GRNE; is
((VH ; EH ; (H ); CH ; id) such that id()= , for all ∈.
Lemma 2.4. Given two mutually disjoint graphs with neighbourhood controlled
embedding A; B∈GRE; and m∈VA, then N(A[m=B])=N(A)[m=N(B)].
Proof. It is clear that the eNCE substitution A[m=B] is precisely the enNCE substitu-
tion N(A)[m=N(B)] except for the node relabelling function, but the node relabelling
function is the identity function id that does not eFectively change node labels during
enNCE substitution.
3. enNCE graph transformation
Clearly, it is not possible to construct eNCE rewrite rules capable of traversing a
graph in a controlled way. Firstly, the eNCE leftmost ordering mechanism is not pow-
erful enough since a stack-based or a queue-based ordering mechanism is required to
generate depth-0rst or breadth-0rst graph traversal. Secondly, even though it is pos-
sible to create the eFect of node relabelling in eNCE there is no way to control the
process. By rewriting the node labels of neighbouring nodes via enNCE substitution,
the progress of graph traversal and the detection of non-traversal edges can be estab-
lished. Hence, based on enNCE substitution, enNCE graph transformation system is
de0ned. The other necessary elements for de0ning this transformation system are an
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ordering mechanism for graphs with embedding with respect to enNCE substitution,
and the overall procedure of the rewriting mechanism.
Unlike strings, graphs have no simple natural ordering. Consequently, since nodes
are rewritten, an ordering is imposed on the nodes of all graphs involved in the
rewriting mechanism. The concept of leftmost derivations de0ned for eNCE gram-
mars [13, Section 1.3.2] is modi0ed to control the application of enNCE rewrite steps.
A leftmost derivation is a derivation over ordered graphs where only the leftmost node
with a nonterminal node label is rewritten during each rewrite step. Leftmost deriva-
tions are more complex under enNCE because the rewrite mechanism must be capable
of distinguishing explored and unexplored nodes.
The following mechanism is used for calculating the order after enNCE substitution.
Let −→ represent an ordered alphabet of node labels. Formally, given the total order
relation R−→ , an ordered alphabet is
−→ = 〈*1; : : : ; *n〉 where *i ∈ and *iR−→ *(i+1)∀i∈{1; : : : ; n−1}. Let * · v represent the node v such that l(v)= *. The ordered graph
denoted −→H is the graph with embedding H such that its nodes are ordered by the
ordering of the node labels. It is denotationally convenient to order all node labels since
terminal node labels are allowed to be rewritten. Formally, a graph ordering is denoted
o(−→H )= 〈*1 · v1; : : : ; *n · vn〉 where *1R−→ *(i+1) ∀i∈{1; : : : ; n − 1}. Let OGRNE; be
the set of all ordered graphs with embedding from GRNE;. Nodes with the same
node label form an arbitrarily ordered sequence of nodes, except during an ordered
enNCE substitution. Let *(−→H )= 〈* · v1; : : : ; * · vk〉 be a sub-sequence of o(−→H ) such
that all nodes have the same node label * (or more simply let *(−→H )= 〈v1; : : : ; vk〉).
Hence, the graph ordering of −→H can also be represented as the concatenation of
sub-sequences: o(−→H )= *1(−→H ) + · · · + *n(−→H ). Furthermore, let 〈*1 · v1; : : : ; *k · vk〉 +
〈*(k+1) · v(k+1); : : : ; *n · vn〉= 〈*1 · v1; : : : ; *n · vn〉 be the concatenation of the graph order-
ings. Also, let 〈*1 · v1; : : : ; *i · vi; : : : ; *k · vk〉−〈*i · vi〉= 〈*1 · v1; : : : ; *k · vk〉 be the exclusion
of the node vi from the graph ordering.
In an ordered enNCE substitution −→H =−→A [m=−→B ] where m∈A, the ordered graph−→H is calculated from −→A by excluding m, including the nodes of −→B , and rearranging
the neighbouring nodes of m with modi0ed node labels. For the purposes of this arti-
cle, insertion via the inclusion and rearrangement of nodes is achieved by prepending
or appending nodes into −→H , called prepend insertion (denoted −→A [m=pre−→B ]) and ap-
pend insertion (denoted −→A [m=app−→B ]) respectively. Note that the relative position of the
remaining nodes of
−→
A− that are not neighbouring nodes of m is unchanged. Formally,−→H =−→A [m=pre−→B ] generates the graph ordering o(−→H )= *1(−→H ) + · · ·+ *n(−→H ) such that
if l(m)= *i then *i(
−→H )= *i(−→A )−〈*i ·m〉 and subsequently for each b∈VB if l(b)= *k
then *k(
−→H )= 〈*k · b〉 + *k(−→A ) and for each n∈NA(m) if lA(n)= *p and lH (n)= *q
such that *q= B(*p) then *p(
−→H )= *p(−→A ) − 〈*p · n〉 and *q(−→H )= 〈*q · n〉 + *q(−→A ).
Hence −→H =−→A [m=app−→B ] generates o(−→H ) as above but with *k(−→H )= *k(−→A ) + 〈*k · b〉
and *q(
−→H )= *q(−→A ) + 〈*q · n〉. Obviously, when *i = *k or *i = *q then both the exclu-
sion of m and the inclusion of either b or n is applied to *i(
−→H ). Note that this ordering
mechanism provides stack-like and queue-like orderings and therefore diFers signi0-
cantly from the ordering mechanism for leftmost derivations in [4]. Moreover, this
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ordering mechanism is powerful enough to model the simple stack-like or queue-like
node orderings required to compute simple graph traversals, and it has the potential
for more interesting types of graph traversal.
Example 3.1. Let A and B be the graphs from Example 2.2. If −→ = 〈X; Y; x〉 then
o(−→A )= 〈X ·m; x · n〉, o(−→B )= 〈X ·p; x · q〉, and the substitution −→H =−→A [m=−→B ] produces
o(−→H )= 〈X ·p; Y · n; x · q〉 for prepend insertion and append insertion.
Example 3.2. Let A and B be the graphs from Example 3.1 except that A has an
extra node k such that lA(k)=Y (k is an isolated node in A). Then the substitu-
tion −→H =−→A [m=−→B ] produces o(−→H )= 〈X ·p; Y · n; Y · k; x · q〉 for prepend insertion and
o(−→H )= 〈X ·p; Y · k; Y · n; x · q〉 for append insertion.
Example 3.3. Let the graph H be such that VH = {m; k; n; l}, EH = {(m; a; k); (m; a; n)},
lH (v)=X; ∀v∈VH , and CH = ∅. Let the graph D be such that VD = {p}, ED = ∅,
lD(p)=Y , D(X )=Y , and CD = {(X; a=b; p)}. If −→ = 〈X; Y 〉, o(−→H )= 〈X ·m; X · k;
X · n; X · l〉, and o(−→D )= 〈Y ·p〉 then the substitution −→K =−→H [m=−→D ] produces o(−→K )=
〈X · l; Y · n; Y · k; Y ·p〉 for prepend insertion and o(−→K )= 〈X · l; Y ·p; Y · k; Y · n〉 for
append insertion.
Example 3.4. Let the graph A be such that VA= {m; k1; k2; n1; n2}, EA= {(m; a; n1);
(m; a; n2)}, lA(m)=X , lA(k1)= lA(k2)=Y , lA(n1)= lA(n2)= x, and CA= ∅. Let the
graph B be such that VB= {p1; p2}, EB= ∅, lB(p1)= lB(p2)=Y , CB= ∅, and B(x)
=Y . If −→ = 〈X; Y 〉, o(−→A )= 〈X ·m; Y · k1; Y · k2; x · n1; x · n2〉, and o(−→B )= 〈Y ·p1; Y ·p2〉
then the substitution −→H =−→A [m=−→B ] produces o(−→H )= 〈Y · n2; Y · n1; Y ·p2; Y ·p1;
Y · k1; Y · k2〉 for prepend insertion and o(−→H )= 〈Y · k1; Y · k2; Y ·p1; Y ·p2; Y · n1;
Y · n2〉 for append insertion.
The fundamental elements of generating depth-0rst and breadth-0rst graph traversal
with enNCE rewriting are node relabelling and the ordering mechanism. Node relab-
elling enables nodes already visited and nodes not yet visited to be distinguished dur-
ing the traversal. The ordering mechanism controls the proper application order of
derivation steps so the graph is explored in a consistent way. Classical depth-0rst and
breadth-0rst graph traversal algorithms maintain information about the visited status of
each node. This is achieved by associating with every node a Boolean Mag, set true
if the node is visited and false if otherwise not visited. The graph to be traversed is
con0gured such that the initial visited status of all nodes is set false. During graph
exploration, the traversal algorithm updates the visited status of individual nodes as
they are discovered.
This procedure of updating the visited status of nodes is embodied in the enNCE
graph transformation system by rewriting the node labels of discovered nodes. Initially,
the enNCE transformation system rewrites a host ordered graph that represents the
graph to be traversed. Let this graph be known as the source graph denoted S of
the graph transformation system. All nodes of the source graph have the same node
label.
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Denition 3.5. An enNCE transformation system is T =(−→ ; ; ;S; P; ti) where −→
is the ordered alphabet of node labels,  is the set of terminal node labels,  is the
alphabet of edge labels, S∈OGRNE; is the source graph such that lS(v)=X; ∀v∈VS
where X ∈ ( − ), S(x)= #; ∀x∈, CS= ∅, and P is a set of enNCE productions
p∈P such that LHS(p)∈ (− ) and RHS(p)∈OGRNE;, and the general rewrite
function ti :OGRNE;→OGRNE; where i∈{app; pre} is,
ti(
−→H ) =


ti(
−→H [m=iRHS(p)]) if ∃m ∈ H;∃p ∈ P | lH (m) = LHS(p);
m is leftmost in o(−→H ) such that
lH (m) ∈ (− );−→H otherwise:
The notations LHS(p) and RHS(p) represent the left-hand side and right-hand side
of the production p, respectively. The enNCE graph transformation system is activated
by t(S), and then continues to compute graph rewrites until the graph with embed-
ding has no more nonterminal nodes or there are no more productions that can be
used to transform the graph. This is a more general termination condition, compared
with a similar mechanism found in eNCE graph languages. Furthermore, note that the
left-hand side of a production currently cannot use terminal labels. It is an open ques-
tion if allowing terminal labels to be rewritten increases the expressive power of the
transformation system.
4. Generating classical graph traversal
Using De0nition 3.5, De0nition 4.1 de0nes the graph transformation system Tdfbf to
generate depth-0rst and breadth-0rst graph traversal based on enNCE substitution. The
traversal grammar Tdfbf generates breadth-0rst graph traversal under append insertion
and depth-0rst graph traversal under prepend insertion.
Denition 4.1. Let Tdfbf = (
−→ ; ; ;S; P; ti) be an enNCE graph transformation system
such that −→ = 〈#; Y; X 〉, = {t; b; ∗}, = {#}, S is the source graph with ES⊆{(u; ∗; v)
| u; v∈VS}, lS(v)=X , ∀v∈VS, CS= ∅, S()= #, ∀∈, P= {p; q} is the set of
productions, and ti is the general rewrite function. Let p be de0ned with:
LHS(p) = X;
VRHS(p) = {x};
ERHS(p) = ∅;
lRHS(p)(x) = #;
RHS(p)(X ) = Y;
CRHS(p) = {(X; ∗=t; x)}:
Let q be de0ned with:
LHS(q) = Y;
VRHS(q) = {x};
ERHS(q) = ∅;
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Fig. 2. The graphical visualisation of the traversal grammar Tdfbf from Example 4.2.
lRHS(q)(x) = #;
RHS(q)(X ) = Y;
RHS(q)() = ;∀ ∈ − {X };
CRHS(q) = {(X; ∗=t; x)} ∪ {(; ∗=b; x) |  ∈ − {X }}
∪ {(; =; x) |  ∈ − {X };  ∈  − {∗}}:
Let the ordered graph consisting of n nodes after i rewrite steps be denoted
−→Si (this
modi0ed graph is also called a yield graph). Let the graph ordering for this graph
be denoted o(
−→Si)= 〈x1; : : : ; xn〉. Note that each xk ∈Si is a copy of the original corre-
sponding node vk ∈VH , denoted xk = copy(vk) (and trivially, copy(v)= v). Furthermore,
these node copies maintain graph structure, that is NS(i+1) (x)=NS(x) ∀x∈S and i¿0
(let S0 =S).
Fig. 2 is a visualisation of the graph transformation system Tdfbf . The source graph is
the box marked S. The left-hand sides of productions are the labels of the large boxes.
The right-hand sides of productions are the contents of the large boxes. The traversal
is maintained by special connection instructions and (corresponding) node relabellings
involving the greek letter . A spanning tree is computed over each connected compo-
nent of the graph by modifying the edge labels. The spanning tree edges are denoted
with the edge label t. Those edges that are not a part of the spanning tree are denoted
with the edge label b.
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Fig. 3. The derivation sequence of the graph G for Tdfbf using tapp.
4.1. Traversal examples
Next are two example derivations of the same connected graph using the transfor-
mation system Tdfbf . Firstly tapp is used to generate breadth-0rst traversal, and then tpre
is used to generate depth-0rst traversal. The interested reader will observe that both
types of traversal generate structurally similar spanning trees. This indicates that some
structural characteristics of a graph may be detectable by comparing the spanning trees
generated from these traversals.
Example 4.2. Let the source graph for Tdfbf be derived from G=(V; E) where V =
{x1; x2; x3; x4} and E= {(x1; x3); (x1; x4); (x2; x3); (x2; x4)}. The start node of the traversal
is x1. Fig. 3 shows a complete rewrite sequence when append insertion is utilised. The
sequence of graph orders associated with each yield graph is (note that Si =#(Si) +
Y (Si) + X (Si)):
#(S) = ∅; Y (S) = ∅; X (S) = 〈x1; x2; x3; x4〉;
#(S1) = 〈x1〉; Y (S1) = 〈x3; x4〉; X (S1) = 〈x2〉;
#(S2) = 〈x1; x3〉; Y (S2) = 〈x4; x2〉; X (S2) = ∅;
#(S3) = 〈x1; x3; x4〉; Y (S3) = 〈x2〉; X (S3) = ∅;
#(S4) = 〈x1; x3; x4; x2〉; Y (S4) = ∅; X (S4) = ∅:
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For simplicity, node copies are named the same between each yield graph. The
order in which nodes are rewritten matches exactly the order of traversal by an imper-
ative breadth-0rst graph traversal algorithm. Alternatively, by using prepend insertion
a depth-0rst traversal is established.
Example 4.3. Let the source graph for Tdfbf be the same as that from Example 4.2.
The start node of the traversal is x1. Fig. 4 shows a complete rewrite sequence when
prepend insertion is utilised. The sequence of graph orders associated with each yield
graph is:
#(S) = ∅; Y (S) = ∅; X (S) = 〈x1; x2; x3; x4〉;
#(S1) = 〈x1〉; Y (S1) = 〈x4; x3〉; X (S1) = 〈x2〉;
#(S2) = 〈x4; x1〉; Y (S2) = 〈x2; x3〉; X (S2) = ∅;
#(S3) = 〈x2; x4; x1〉; Y (S3) = 〈x3〉; X (S3) = ∅;
#(S4) = 〈x3; x2; x4; x1〉; Y (S4) = ∅; X (S4) = ∅:
The initial ordering of the source graph G determines the start node; and for each
connected component for an arbitrary graph. The edge labels t and b signify traver-
sal and non-traversal edges respectively, and the edge label ∗ represents an
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unexplored edge. The node label X represents an unexplored node. The node label
Y represents a discovered node, and the node label # represents a completely
explored node.
The connection instructions and node relabelling functions in Tdfbf can be classi0ed
into distinct types. The connection relation CRHS(p) and the node relabelling function
RHS(p) establish traversal edges from the start node in each connected component of
the source graph to the 0rst level of discovered nodes. These same elements are found
in production q but now establish traversal edges to the subsequent levels of discovered
nodes in a particular connected component of the source graph. The next set of con-
nection instructions in CRHS(q) establish non-traversal edges between discovered nodes,
and between discovered and explored nodes. The remaining connection instructions and
node relabellings in production q are used to maintain the labels of the explored nodes
and edges.
Note that if the traversal grammar Tdfbf is used along with an ordering mechanism
that alternates between prepend and append insertion after each rewrite, then a com-
posite depth-0rst and breadth-0rst graph traversal is achieved. This is interesting since
the one single traversal grammar is capable of three kinds of graph traversal depending
on a pragmatic choice of the ordering mechanism. This indicates that the separation
between the ordering mechanism and the rewrite mechanism is appropriate for graph
traversal.
4.2. Generating breadth-=rst traversal
Algorithm 4.4 describes breadth-0rst traversal under the imperative paradigm over
ordered graphs. The array node[v] assigns a label for the node v. The array edge[u; v]
assigns a label for the edge (u; v). Node labels are from the set {X; Y; #} and edge
labels are from the set {t; b; ∗}. The concept of leftmost ordered graphs is applied to
the graphs in these imperative algorithms. Note that for every node u∈H , the adjacent
nodes in NH (u) are treated according to their order in H .
Algorithm 4.4. BFT (H)
Require: VH = ∅ and H is ordered.
1: for each v∈VH do
2: node[v]← X
3: end for
4: for each (u; v)∈EH do
5: edge[u; v]← ∗
6: end for
7: Q ← (u) where u is leftmost in H
8: while Q = ∅ do
9: u← DEQUEUE(Q)
10: node[u]← #
11: for each v∈NH (u) do
12: if node[v] =X then
13: node[v]← Y
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14: ENQUEUE(Q; v)
15: edge[u; v]← t
16: else
17: edge[u; v]← b
18: end if
19: end for
20: end while
Note that the leftmost node of an ordered graph is a valid substitute for specifying
the start node of traditional breadth-0rst traversal. Given a graph H and s∈VH simply
order the nodes such that s is the leftmost node. Moreover, ordering graphs implicitly
de0nes the source node for each connected component. The traversal of H is the
sequence of nodes that are dequeued from Q. Let the sequence of dequeued nodes after
completing i iterations of the while loop in BFT (H) be denoted Deqi = 〈v1; : : : ; vi〉. Let
the sequence of nodes in the queue after i iterations of the while loop in BFT (H) be
denoted Qi = 〈q1; : : : ; ql〉 where l= |Q|.
Next we prove that the Algorithm 4.4 and Tdfbf are equivalent for a connected
graph. In this proof, let *[Si] = 〈x1; : : : ; xk〉 be the sequence of k nodes in Si where
lSi(xj)= *; ∀j∈{1; : : : ; k} with *∈. Let the relationship Qi≈ *[Si] indicate that
Qi = 〈v1; : : : ; vk〉 where vj ∈VH and *[Si] = 〈x1; : : : ; xk〉 such that xj is a copy of vj,
∀j∈{1; : : : ; k}, and similarly for the relationship Deqi≈ *[Si].
Theorem 4.5. Given the connected graph H , Algorithm 4.4, the graph transformation
system Tdfbf using the rewrite function tapp, the source graph S derived from H , and
n= |VH |, then Deqn≈ #[Sn].
Proof. Assume that the initial ordering of H is embodied in S. Notice that after
the ith iteration of Algorithm 4.4, Qi≈Y [Si] and Deqi≈ #[Si] are invariant. In Al-
gorithm 4.4, let v1 be the leftmost node in
−→H . Immediately prior to the 0rst it-
eration of Algorithm 4.4, Q= 〈v1〉. During the 0rst iteration, v1 is dequeued and
{w |w∈NH (v1); node[w] =X } are enqueued to Q. If {w |w∈NH (v1); node[w] =X }= ∅
then Q= ∅ and no further iterations occur and hence Deqi = 〈v1〉 (in other words, H
is the trivial graph consisting of one node). Otherwise Q= 〈v2; : : : ; vk〉 and Deqi = 〈v1〉
after one iteration of Algorithm 4.4 where NH (v1)= {v2; : : : ; vk}. In Tdfbf , since v1 is
leftmost in S and thus via production p, v1 is replaced by x1, l(x1) changes from X to
# in the yield S1, and copy(v1)= x1. Therefore, if NS(v1)= ∅, thus there are no neigh-
bouring nodes w∈NS(v1) such that lS(w)=X , and then #[S1]= 〈x1〉 is 0nal. Other-
wise, the neighbouring nodes lS1 (w) change from X to Y , thus Y [S1]= 〈v2; : : : ; vk〉≈Qi
after one rewrite step and #[S1]= 〈x1〉≈Deqi.
Assume that i iterations and rewrite steps have successfully occurred. That is,
Deqi≈ #[Si] where Deqi = 〈v1; : : : ; vi〉, #[Si] = 〈x1; : : : ; xi〉, and Qi = 〈v(i+1); : : : ; vj〉
≈Y [Si]. In Algorithm 4.4 during the (i+1)th iteration, v(i+1) is dequeued from Q and
{w |w∈NH (v(i+1)); node[w] =X } are enqueued to Q. If {w |w∈NH (v(i+1)); node[w]
=X }= ∅ then Q(i+1) = 〈v(i+2); : : : ; vj〉 and Deq(i+1) = 〈v1; : : : ; v(i+1)〉 and the (i + 1)th
iteration is completed. Otherwise, Q= 〈v(i+2); : : : ; vj; v( j+1); : : : ; vk〉 and we have Deq(i+1)
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= 〈v1; : : : ; v(i+1)〉 after the (i+ 1)th iteration. In Tdfbf ; l(v(i+1))=Y is the leftmost node
with a nonterminal node label since Y R−→ X . Thus via production q, v(i+1) is replaced
by x(i+1), l(x(i+1)) changes from Y to # where x(i+1) = copy(v(i+1)) in yield S(i+1).
If there are no nodes w∈NSi(v(i+1)) such that lSi(w)=X then S(i+1) = 〈x1; : : : ; x(i+1)〉
and the (i + 1)th rewrite step is complete. Otherwise lSi(w) changes from X to Y ,
thus, Y [S(i+1)]= 〈v(i+2); : : : ; vj; v( j+1); : : : ; vk〉≈Q(i+1) after (i + 1) rewrite steps and
S(i+1)≈Deq(i+1).
After the nth iteration, Qn=Y [Sn] = ∅ since by applying the above assumption in-
ductively and since H is 0nite and connected, all X -labelled and Y -labelled nodes
become #-labelled.
4.3. Generating depth-=rst traversal
Similarly, depth-0rst traversal is generated by the traversal grammar Tdfbf when
prepend insertion is utilised. The following pseudocode describes depth-0rst traversal
under the imperative paradigm.
Algorithm 4.6. DFT (H)
Require: VH = ∅ and H is ordered.
1: for each v∈VH do
2: node[v]← X
3: end for
4: for each (u; v)∈EH do
5: edge[u; v]← ∗
6: end for
7: S ← (u) where u is leftmost in H
8: while S = ∅ do
9: u← POP(S)
10: node[u]← #
11: for each v∈NH (u) do
12: if node[v] =X then
13: node[v]← Y
14: PUSH(S; v)
15: edge[u; v]← t
16: else
17: edge[u; v]← b
18: end if
19: end for
20: end while
Theorem 4.7. Given the connected graph H , Algorithm 4.6, the graph transformation
system Tdfbf using the rewrite function tpre, the source graph S derived from H , and
n= |VH |, then Deqn≈ #[Sn].
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Proof. Clearly, for each Si, Y [Si] is equivalent to the stack S in Algorithm 4.6 after
the completion of the ith iteration. A similar induction to that found in the Proof of
Theorem 4.5 can be established.
Clearly, these arguments are applicable to unconnected graphs where each connected
component is treated individually.
5. Conclusions and future work
The enNCE graph transformation system is a new type of graph transformation
based on eNCE graph grammars [13]. The de0nition of enNCE substitution shows that
node label rewriting is a natural extension and complement to edge label rewriting.
Clearly, enNCE substitution provides more expressive power than eNCE substitution.
Furthermore, eNCE substitution can be converted into enNCE substitution.
The basic properties and analysis detailed in this article highlight a new area of
study. Note that certain basic aspects of enNCE graph grammars have been explored
by the author [6]. Subsequent articles will further explore the theory of enNCE graph
grammars. For example it is currently not known if enNCE graph grammars are more
expressive than eNCE graph grammars (although it seems likely). Also, C-enNCE
graph grammars (that is, conMuent enNCE graph grammars) need to be studied.
In addition to depth-0rst and breadth-0rst search, the author has developed enNCE-
like graph grammars equivalent to other graph traversal algorithms such as the minimal
spanning tree algorithm [12], and the single source shortest paths algorithm [3]. Given
the new manifestation of graph rewriting in this article, it seems very likely that a
graph-oriented programming paradigm can now be developed.
The transformation system described in this article is equivalent to depth-0rst and
breadth-0rst graph traversal, but in a way that is more closely related to the underlying
graphs and utilises graph-oriented descriptions. The use of node relabelling, substitution,
ordered graphs, and the deterministic rewriting mechanism are the important elements
necessary for generating such graph traversals. Moreover, it is clear that the separation
of the ordering mechanism from the rewriting mechanism is appropriate for graph
traversal.
Graph transformation is a powerful framework for de0ning graph traversal algo-
rithms. For example, it is easy to create a traversal that adjusts the nodes in the graph
such that each node traversed is replaced by a subgraph where the node relabelling and
connection instructions connect the new nodes to the host graph. To achieve this goal
under a traditional programming paradigm requires substantial additional computation
and data structures which are not graph-oriented.
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